
 

DOCTOR VICTOR ANNOUNCE UK SUMMER TOUR DATES 
 

 

 

AUGUST  25TH  AYLESBURY HOBBLE ON THE COBBLES FESTIVAL 

AUGUST  27TH   NEW PORT  THE PHEZTIVAL  

AUGUST 28TH  LONDON  NAMBUCCA 

AUGUST 29TH  MANCHESTER JIMMY’S CLUB 

AUGUST 30TH  LIVERPOOL THE ZANZIBAR CLUB 

 
 
The Doctor will see you now – and his prescription is a heavy dose of platform-boot-stomping, 
guitar riff-laden rock n roll guaranteed to cure all known ills. 
 
A three-piece hailing from the Czech Republic and based out of the magical city of Prague, Doctor 
Victor are named after their founder, front man and lead guitarist.  
 
Victor’s passionate guitar is backed up by the relentless back beat of drummer Karpa and 
beautifully bound together by lyrical bass guitar supplied by Johny. Together, the trio summon up 
an infectious evocation of late 60s/early 70s blues-infused rock with a twist all of their own.  
 
Having perfected his skills from an early age, the band’s charismatic leader Victor earned a 
scholarship from the prestigious Berklee College of Music in Boston, but nothing prepared him the 
life-changing event of being taken to see an AC/DC show by his dad. That gig proved to be a major 
turning point in the young musician’s life. Mesmerised by the legendary rockers’ mindblowing riffs 
and energetic stage presence, he began working on his own dream project. The result is Doctor 
Victor, and that early brush with rock greatness is an influence that can still be heard and seen in the 
band’s infectious performances today. When Doctor Victor were picked to support AC/DC last 
year, the circle was complete. 
 
Doctor Victor’s electrifying stage shows have earned them industry acclaim, attracting interest from 
experienced professionals including sound engineer Tony Platt, Adam Lambert and Neil Fairclough 
from Queen. With their distinctive vocal harmonies and English lyrics, Doctor Victor are sure to 
make a lasting impact on fresh audiences here in the UK. 



 
 
 
 
 
A feast for all the senses, Doctor Victor fully embrace the 70s rock vibe right down to the low-slung 
bell-bottom flares and stacked platform boots, but this is no tribute act – accomplished originality 
oozes from every pore. Confidently choosing to rely on musicianship and effusive energy, the band 
use no guitar effects in their live shows, which will transport rapt audiences to the golden age of 
rock n roll. 
 
This Summer Doctor Victor are touring Europe, promoting their debut album entitled 1st 
Prescription. In August the band makes their first appearance in the UK and will be playing in 
Aylesbury, Newport, Liverpool, London and Manchester. The band can’t wait to unleash their 
shows on new audiences. This is gonna be good medicine. 
 
 
TICKETS ON SALE NOW FROM VENUES  
https://www.doctor-victor.com 
https://www.facebook.com/doctorvictormusic/ 
 

 

For further information  contact 

Carla Potter       carlapotter@me.com          +44 7 3995 66622 
 


